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We focus on the transformation and exploitation of material phase relations and properties to make 
improved and new alloys and ceramics for renewable energy applications and light and strong 
materials for mechanical and thermoelectric applications [1-5].  Structural, electronic, transport and 
phase changes (solid-liquid) are induced and exploited with pressure and temperature. With the 
available MAX80 anvil sizes, pressures up to 8 – 9 GPa and high temperatures to the range of 1400 
– 1700 were, in principal possible. In practice however the existing normal microreactor assemblies 
very regularly became unstable at pressures in excess of 5 GPa at temperatures above 800 K. These 
instabilities most commonly were in the form of blowouts, as well as power coupling failures, and 
temperature reading losses. Indeed, even at lower pressures between ambient and 5 GPa, higher 
temperatures were only attained with larger anvils and larger cube sizes which cannot be used at 
higher pressures.  With our new designs and materials and employing a single small cube size for 
all pressure-temperature regimes, our manufactured microreactor assemblies remained stable 
throughout all the 18 of our remaining experiments on the MAX80 where these assemblies were 
employed. 
From our investigations, we highlight here one important source of instability in prior assemblies. 
Copper rings were used as the power coupler between the anvils and graphite heater with 
pyrophillite thermal insulation placed in the middle.  The combination however of low strength, low 
melting point copper and its exposure to high pressures and temperatures as well as pronounced 
bevelling of the pyrophillite contributed to ruptures, flow, shorts, loss of contact with the heater and 
very frequently blowouts (Figure 1). One significant improvement was our introduction of higher 
strength, higher melting molybdenum as the power coupler. A further improvement was a re-design 
of the molybdenum coupler from a ring with the pyrophillite inside, to a T-bar with the pyrophillite 
outside (Figures 2). This combination contributed to an assembly, with significantly improved 
mechanical integrity and power coupling contact under all pressure and temperature conditions we 
employed. Several further improvements through our materials and precision micromanufacturing, 
include a single piece triple chamber BN assembly (for the sample, MgO marker and Pt/Rh 
thermocouple [the latter two also essential at higher temperatures]), flat, rather than conical sample 
and marker bases, press fit solid BN lids, and MgO pressure markers, denser precision graphite 
heater and lid assemblies. The additional improvements permit easy containment and sample 
measurement in its liquid state as well, reduce porosity, improve reproducibility of measurement  
during X-ray scanning, prevent contamination, and allow better structural and pressure-temperature 
profiling and facilitate portability and recovery for further complementary ongoing processing and 
analyses. More broadly the new assembly designs are transferable to other high pressure devices. 
One significant area that still requires improvement is in preventing pressure relaxation after 
heating. This is interrogated through improvement of the boron epoxy composite and size scaling of 
the microreactor assembly. After compression, with this improved assembly to within the low 1 to 5 
GPa as well as high 5 to 9 GPa  regions, with our single-size improved assembly we have with 
unprecedented regularity heated samples in their solid and liquid states to the temperatures we 
required of up to 1530 K and 1330K respectively. Examples of these measurements taken from our 
high pressure and temperature experiments on semiconducting alloys and nitride based systems are 
shown in the second annual report of this issue. 
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Figure 1: (a) A copper ring power coupler with thermally insulating pyrophillite at ambient pressure, (b) a 
drastically deformed and ruptured copper ring after release from high pressures and temperatures, (c) cross-
sectional view of a recovered assemblage revealing the deformed copper ring and the bevelling of the 
pyrophillite, amongst others, contributing to loss of copper contact with the heater.  
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Figure 2: (a) A molybdenum T-bar power coupler with thermally insulating pyrophillite at ambient pressure,       
(b) a virtually undeformed molybdenum/pyrophillite assemblage after release from 8.52 GPa (before 
heating) and 1273 K, (c) An image of the entire assembly containing the T-bars, the pyrophillite, and the 
graphite heater sitting in an open boron epoxy cube,  the insert is an image of a bare molybdenum T-bar.  
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